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Abstract: In the interconnection and automation of different physical gadgets, vehicles, home machines and different things, the internet of things (IoT) innovation plays a critical role. These objects associate and deal information with the assistance of software, different sensors, and actuators. A human's standard of life and living are improved with this automation of gadgets, which is a forthcoming need. In this paper we talked about a similar requirement for instance, a smart car parking system which empowers a driver to discover a parking area and a free slot in that parking area inside a city. This paper focus on decreasing the time squandered on discovering parking area. This in turn diminishes the fuel utilization and way of life. With the exponential increment in the quantity of vehicles and total population, vehicle accessibility, use out, about starting late, finding a space for parking the vehicle is turning out to be increasingly more troublesome with realizing the amount of conflicts, for example, automobile overloads. This paper is connected to making a trustworthy system that accept authority over the undertaking of recognizing free slots in a parking area and keeping the record of vehicles left in an extremely methodical way. The predicted system decreases human effort at the parking area generally.

Index Terms - IOT, RASPBERY PI, RFID, POWER SUPPLY, LCD.

I. INTRODUCTION

RFID is an automatic identification and data capture technology, in which the data transfer between the reader and tagged module is done by radio frequency waves. The objective is to identifying, tracking and monitoring objects. RFID is known for a long time has not been used frequently because it is a bit expensive than other technologies. In RFID, the objects are identified using tags. Each tag has a unique tag-id. The tag-id can be provided by the manufacturers or can be provided by the programmer of the system. Generally, two types of tags are available like passive tag and active tag. Passive tags are less expensive compared to active tags and widely used. But passive tags do not have a battery inside them and they are powered by the antenna. In the active tags, there is a battery inside them that’s why they are expensive than those passive tags and also they have more memory space than passive tags.

The purpose of using RFID for parking system is to provide simple solutions to the problem that are encountered in the parking lots, to decrease the workload and to maintain the records of vehicles. The main components of our system are tags, antenna, reader, barriers and the software we are using. The purpose and aim of the software are to maintain the records and to perform various operational tasks. The problem of space in the parking lot should be solved programmatically by keeping the count of the total number of space available and the total number of vehicles that have entered the parking lot and for how much time vehicle stay in parking lot. In this way, the time that is being wasted to search for a parking space can be avoided. The problem slow verification is also being solved as the manual identification takes more time that tag identification and also logs and records can be maintained for a long time period as there is no use of manual registers and the data is maintained in form of files that can be utilized further according to the system’s requirement. We can easily charge the owner accordingly. Automatic payment will be done.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Project Title: Automatic Car Parking System with Visual Indicator along with IoT

Abstract—this paper focuses on the concept of car parking detection mechanism using the ultrasonic sensor, in combination with the usage of Internet of Things i.e. sending the status of the parking slot to the Internet. Through which the user at any place in the world can see which parking slot is empty and where to park. This is done by sending the data of ultrasonic sensor through our WiFi module that is ESP8266 to any open source easy to use IOT platform that uses HTTP to display our data (thingspeak.com in this case).
Project Title: Automatic Parking Space Detection System

Abstract—Searching a suitable parking space in populated metropolitan city is extremely difficult for drivers. Serious traffic congestion may occur due to unavailable parking space. Automatic smart parking system is emerging field and attracted computer vision researchers to contribute in this arena of technology. In this paper, we have presented a vision based smart parking framework to assist the drivers in efficiently finding suitable parking slot and reserve it. Initially, we have segmented the parking area into blocks using calibration. Then, classify each block to identify car and intimate the driver about the status of parking either reserved or free. Potentially, the performance accuracy of recommended system is higher than state of the art hardware solutions, validating the supremacy of the proposed framework.

Project Title: Smart Parking System with Automatic Cashier Machine Utilize the IoT Technology

Abstract—The difficulty of finding car parking spot has become one of main consideration to create this paper and focusing on develop our proposed smart parking system. Other than that, the utilization of internet of things (IoT) technology has become one of great technology that match for complex system with a minimal use of hardware. With the implementation of IoT based on cloud computing, several smart devices, and also smart automatic machine, the concept of smart parking system are expected to be able to provide services for car parking spot searching and car parking spot allocation through the mobile application.

III. PROPOSED WORK

3.1 System Design

3.2 System component

A. RFID READER MFRC522

RFID reader module is used to read RFID cards which work at 125 kHz. When RFID card comes in the range of the reader, the unique data in the card is received by the reader in the form of an RF signal. The reader then transmits this data in byte form on its serial transmit pin. This data can be read by a microcontroller using UART communication or can be viewed on the PC terminal.

B. RFID Tag

Radio Frequency Identification tag (RFID tag) uses electronic data, to exchange information between the tag and reader module. Most of RFID tag contains at least two parts. The integrated circuit (IC) performs operations like information storage, processing, modulation and demodulation of the (RF) radio-frequency-signal and other specialized functions. The 2nd one is the antenna for transmitting and receiving signal. The RFID tags are mainly two types, one is an active tag which contains a battery itself thus signal can be transmitted by it automatically and the second one is a passive tag which does not contain any battery external source is required to transmit signal from this type of tags.

C. Raspberry pi

The raspberry pi board comprises a program memory (RAM), processor and graphics chip, CPU, GPU, Ethernet port, GPIO pins, Xbee socket, UART, power source connector. And various interfaces for other external devices. It also requires mass storage, for that we use an SD flash memory card. So that raspberry pi board will boot from this SD card similarly as a PC boots up into windows from its hard disk. Essential hardware specifications of raspberry pi board mainly include SD card containing Linux OS, US keyboard, monitor, power supply and video cable. Optional hardware specifications include USB mouse, powered USB hub, case, internet connection, the Model A or B: USB Wi-Fi adaptor is used and internet connection to Model B is LAN cable.
D. LCD Display
An electronic visual display made up of liquid crystals. In this project, a 16X2 display is used. This kind of displays can be found in a wide range of applications in the industries.

E. L293D Motor driver
L293D is a typical Motor driver or Motor Driver IC which allows DC motor to drive on either direction. L293D is a 16-pin IC which can control a set of two DC motors simultaneously in any direction. It means that you can control two DC motor with a single L293D IC. Dual H-bridge Motor Driver integrated circuit (IC). The L293D IC receives signals from the microprocessor and transmits the relative signal to the motors. It has two voltage pins, one of which is used to draw current for the working of the L293D and the other is used to apply voltage to the motors.

F. DC Motor
DC motor is a rotational electrical device in which electrical energy is converted into mechanical energy. It is used to control the barrier of the parking lot. It is interfaced with the microcontroller and takes command from the microcontroller to rotate.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Working principle
In this proposed system the check-in and check-out of the vehicle are maintained and controlled using a database. For the design of the system, both hardware and software are being used. Information of all the vehicles are stored in the database and the respective tags and their tag ids are provided to the users, so all the information can be accessed by the system. When the vehicle checks in, the reader reads the data of the tag. If there is no tag on the vehicle than the barrier will remain closed. Now the reader will read all the information about the tag and transfer that information to the software. Now that software compares the information of tag with the database and if the id of tag matches than barrier gate will open and if the id doesn’t match than barrier will not open. When the vehicle goes out from the parking lot, the identification information of the vehicle is searched in the database. If it is an authorized vehicle and does not have unauthorized access, then only the vehicle will be allowed to check out otherwise the gate will not open.

1. When the authorized user comes at the entry gate and put their card to the reader
2. We will check user information into database and balance in his account.
3. If user is not in database barrier remains close
4. If user present and balance is not in his account, then also barriers remain close
5. Otherwise user tags the card to the reader automatically the vehicle count will count and the time will start for the vehicle
6. We keep user information in our database like for how many time users stay in parking slot. Its id number, entry time, exit time, date, charges
7. When user want to leave the parking space then ask the user to put you're to the reader
8. When the user tags the card to the reader automatically the money would be deducted from the Account according to the time he spends
9. Entry and exit time is used for count the time of the vehicle.
10. When the user leaves the space our counter counts the vehicle in the parking space and how many vehicles are left from the parking space.
11. All history of parking area is maintained in our database.
4.2 Flow Chart

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Result

5.2 working

1. When the authorized user comes at the entry gate and put their card to the reader
2. We will check user information into database and balance in his account.
3. If user is not in database barrier remains close.
4. If user present and balance is not in his account, then also barriers remain close.
5. Otherwise user tags the card to the reader automatically the vehicle count will count and the time will start for the vehicle
6. We keep user information in our database like for how many time users stay in parking slot. Its id number, entry time, exit time, date, charges.
7. When user want to leave the parking space then ask the user to put you’re to the reader
8. When the user tags the card to the reader automatically the money would be deducted from the Account according to the time he spends
9. Entry and exit time is used for count the time of the vehicle.
10. When the user leaves the space our counter counts the vehicle in the parking space and how many vehicles are left from the parking space
11. All history of parking area is maintained in our database.
VI. CONCLUSION

In this project, it has been proved that using RFID tags and reader with a database we can develop a secure and well managed parking lot. This project not only provides atomized parking but we can also manage records in a better way. By using a centralized database system easy administration and access are possible. The admin can easily keep a check on the vehicles that are entering and leaving according to the date and timing. If this system is installed in some university or school for the teacher’s parking than we can expand the system to keep the track the attendance of teachers by keeping the track of vehicles that are present in the parking lot. By using this system, personnel cost will cut off and the traffic jam problem will be solved by the faster check-in and checkouts. By expanding this system we can also use this system to collect revenue for parking in an efficient manner. In this system, we can use the LED display which can keep an account of the number of cars or the vacancies left in the parking lot.
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